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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a physics course at Eastridge

High School in Rochester, New York, which is highly adaptable to a
variety of student interests and needs. Three content streams in
Physical Science study Committee (PSSC), Project Physics and New York
State Regents physics are contained in one course. Individual
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At Eastrdge High School we have introduced a physics

program that is highly adaptab3e to a variety of student

interests rInd needs. We feel that in the view of the students

themselves it provides a real and effective alternative to the

traditional or standard high school physics course.

We have abandoned our former organization: four classes

of New York State Regents physics and one class of PSSC physics.

Instead, we now offer only a single course, which our course

list designates simply "physics." The internal organization

of the course permits a student to follow any one of three

'content streams. Stream P is PSSC physics, third edition.

Stream Q is Project Physics. Stream R is New York State

Regents physics. We have developed individualizcl. materials

for all three rtreams, and all three proceed at the same

time in a single classroom.

The motives for change were a number of negative

factors that seemed tied to the traditional instructional

format. The familiar cycle of lecture, demonstration,

problems, discussion of problems, and test became increasingly

deadening to our studentsand to us. In attempts to

resolve the matter we round that up to 80 percent of our

students were either not listening or did not understand

what we were trying to explain. Laboratcry sessions, which

are supPosed to be a bright spot in science courses, were

viewed by students as lrrelevantan unnecessary and

additional burden placed on them by the teacners. Boredom,

frustration, and dismay were frequent reactions of both



students and teachers.

The key element in our alternative plan is the

complete abandonment of the tradition-1 lecture presentation.

This is in accord with good pedagogical principle but far

from common practice in schools we have observed, including

our own.

It has become a rule in our alternative plan to

talk to classes as a whole as little as possible. We

strictly limit addressing the group to announcements and

the conduct of classroom routine. We also discarded the

fixed. laboratory period and the scheduled test, which we also

considered major obstacles to significant change.

In developing an alterrative plan we had three

Dbjectives: (1) there should be provision for student choice

as tc content; (2) there should be some provision for student

choice as t. mathod of learning; (3) to the extent possible

the significant learning activities should take place in the

physics classroom during regular school hours.

After two years of experience we feel that the

tree streams provide a satisfactory choice as to content.

Our mo,E,t able stuflonts choose the PSSC materials; they are in

a definite minoility of 10 percent or less of our total

enrollment. The remainder of students is divided about

equally between Project physics and Regents physjcs. The

Project students are o heterogeneous group, ranging from



very strong in ability to quite weak. Typical 'reasons for

choosing Project are: "less mathematical" or "it looks more

interesting." Regents students show a narrower spectrum of

interests and are more concerned with meeting diploma

requirements. All three courses have equal credit standing.

After discussion and observation we concluded, that

students learn physics best when working informally in small

groups of two or three. We therefore provide a classroom

setting that is informal. We permit students to communicate

freely, to discuss problems and laboratory work in small

groups, to move about the room freely on routine matters.

We have an integrated.classroom-laboratory, and

laboratory work proceeds at the same time as all other

activities. Equipment for a variety of experiments is kept

out and availvble on the laboratory tables, We also have a

fi3mstrip viewer, casette player, and film-loop projector.

St.Idents may sign out of class to the library or a study hall.

They may also bring specific questions and problems to the

teacher in a one-to-one conference. During scheduled class

periods the major portion of the teacher's time is spent in

work with individual students.

Over the longer term students prefer to werk to a

schedule, but they want relief from an endless series of

rigid deadlines. Our comprmise has been a "block systep."

The school year is divided into six time blocks. At the end
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of each block the student must haVo completed all basic

nr;signments made within the block. gowevert during the

six-week block he is free to pace himself as ho sees fit.

The setting has changed, but the task of the student

remains much the same: reading, problems, experiments,

discussion, tests. Since the teacher is no longer the

principal source of information, the student must be provided

with a study guide (i.e. contract, job sheet) which provides

sufficiently detailed directions to permit the student to work

through the materials of the course without the constant

attention and cirection of the teacher.

A well prepared study guide is the absolute essential

to successful individualization of learning, and in our

experience preparing and revising study guides accounts for

the major fraction of our preparation time. In the case of

our alternative plan we have had to develop study guides for

each of the three content streams.

Beyond this we provide students with as much inlividual

material as resources allow. We dr) not have teaching machines,

computer assisted instruction, or closed circuit television.

But we do have a good library, an adequate inventory of physics

rIpparntus, a good collection of supplementary text books,

access to films and filmstrips, relatively unlimited use of

a Xerox 2400 copier, and occasional clerical help.

To extend the opportunity for students to exercise

L.



their own judgement we hove devis'ed a grade option plan.

Our practice in ;"o past has been to give all students

approximately the me task; grades were based on the

resulting schievement. Now students may plan for definite

grade goals under the option plan, which provides differing

task combinations, which in turn lead to different grades.

To a large degree 8tudents choose the grade they want and

then go about meeting the requirements indicated by the

option plan.

Under the option plan the various activities of the

course are classed as "basic" or "optional." Satisfctory

completion of all basic activities in general leads to a

grade of C. Students desiring higher gra-:) s work out

various combinations of optional activities that lead to the

selected goal. Achievement tesj.;s are important, but not

all-important. A student achieving D on tests may earn a

course grade as high as C+. On the other hand, the student

who achieves Al- on tests cannot earn a course grade higher

than C unless he completes the optional work required for a

higher grade. The grade option plan has had the effect of

better fitting the demands of the course to the ability and

motivation of the student.

In testing procedures we have departed from our past

practice, which provided little alternative to the very weak

or failing student. We now permit students to re-take tests,

using either alternate forms or in some cases the same test,



Based_ on the judgelnent of the teacher, students scoring low

but not failing may also be retested. Retween sessions the

student unnly.7.es and corrects his weaknesses. conferring

with the teacher if necessary.

The paragraphs tioove briefly outline the major

elements in our altern2tive rlan for teaching physics.

To help cnmplete the p3cture we have tried to convey, we

have appended a few samples of materials used by students in

their day to day contact with the course. These include (1)

student study guide (2) performance objectives (3) grade

*option plan (4) student record card (5) course calendar

(6) guide to outside reading.

Our alternative plan is now in its third yeal, of

operation. The majority of students show a definite

prefrence for the freedom of choice in content, time,

movement and tasks that the course provides. As teachers

we are aware of a profound change in the psychology of the

classroom. The role and strategy of the student have changed

from passive receiver of information to active partic:1pant

in the planning and process of his own learning.

The role of the teacher has changed from dispenser

of information to pLanner and organizer of learning activities

and close counsellor of students. The mild tension and

hostility of the traditional adversary climate---pupil versus

teacher---has disappeared. There are virtually no discipline
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problems, Pupil achievement overall is as good as it was

under the traditional plan, if not better. Physics

enrollment has increased slightly because of the deve2oping

reputation of the way the course is handled.

On the other h:?,nd there are some definite prdblems.

It quickly becomes clear that the stuaent himself is the

principal agent in securing his own success. Many pupils

who are accustomes to blaming the teacher or the school for

their failure are uncomfortable in the new rr'Th. The negative

effect is compounded wheu habitually passive pupils see the

.teacher steadfastly refuse to go through the motions the

pupil identifies as "teaching" (i.e. telling the class what

tp do).

The three content streams, the individualization of

materials and tasks, the grade option plan, and the informal

organization of the classroom combine to make an extremely

diverse and interesting scene. Within its limits we find

our alternative plan to be an answer---at least for the

presentto the growing boredom and frustration of high

school pupils,

7
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Schedule: 10

Resources

6

Pro3oct IISSC

Topic Hant and Kii19.11.92Lrheor

--rggig7ote below.
1, Text book

2, Equations

111m.

rd

0

3. Questions

4. Problems

5. Laboratory

Visuals

7. Film

a/wrap,

days; dates: November 29-Deeember 3; Dec. 6-10,1!

(See note below.)

Basic Optional

Chapt 9: See. 1-4,
Chapt 10:

9 -2, 10-6
. .

Ch. 9: 3-7, 13, 14.

Ch. 9: 8-11, 14, 16, 20.
Ch, 10:10, 12, 13, 15.

Vas .
No. 9 Specific Heat of a

Metal

(See teacher for instru

SOa_7_7.9

10-8 ....

_Ca.10: 13

Ch. 9: 12, 13, 17.
Ch. 10: 18, 19,

-
,

No. 10:Heat of
Fusion of Water

tion sheets)

8. Filmstrips I # 619 Heat and TemperatureMolecular Energy.;

#A482-3 Heat and How it is Measured (somewhat

9. Demonstration

10. References:

Taffel

White

Genzor

PSSC

Lehrman

Marantz

Project

11. Outside
roadJng

Chapts, 11-14,

Lessons 43, 49.

Chapts, 9-10.

...

Note: Material for t1-.._s

unit is taken from two
chaptcrss of the text book.
Head .lrriment carefully.
In C: A; 9 Sec. 5 should
be cmiited. In Chapt, 10
Sec. 7-:1 ohould be read
for the ideas but not the
mathematics. Sec. 1 and
2 should be omitted.

ainlgaLDAysics Reader No. I (particularly
articles 1-1-2)'T-51-Int Rumfmdby Sanborn Brown;

1

Water---the Mirror of Science by Kenneth Davis
and John Day; Near Zero by D.K.C. MacDonald
(the books are in our library); Scientific
American, August 1967, "Robert Boyle.ir---
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Unit : Kinematics Achievement Level: 1-2

1. Define: (a) linear motion (b) displacement (c) speed (d) motion at
constant speed.

2. Write: an equation that shows the relationship of displacement, speed, and
time for motion at constant speed.

3. State: the units of disolacement, speed, and time in the MKS metric system.

4. Solve: problems relating to motion at constant speed.

5. Define: (a) accelerated motion (b) uniform acceleration.

6. Write: an equation, using delta notation, that states the relationship of
acceleration, change in speed, and time interval.

7. State: the 'AZ units of acceleration.

8. Write: an equation that defines average speed in terms of total distance
traveled and total time elapsed.

9, patine: instantaneous speed (i.e. when speed is not constant).

10. Write: an equation that defines average speed during an interval of time
in terms of the initial and firel speeds (when acceleration is
uniform).

U. Write: an equation that shows the relAtionship of distance traveled to
acceleration (uniform) and time.

12. Solve: probleml relatingto umifarmly accelerated motion using the equations
referred to above.

13. Sketch: gTaphs of (a) displacement vs. tills (b) speed vs. time (c) acceleraUon
vs. time for motion at constant speed and for motion with uniform
accelerfition.

14. State: the physical significance of the slope of the graph of (a) speed vs.
time (b) displacement vs. time.

15. State: the physical significance of the area undm the graph of (a) speed
vs. time (b) acceleration vs. time.

16. Solve: problems relating to uniformly accelerated motion by using the
properties (slope, area) of the graphs of the motion.

17. Solve: problems relating to the uniformly accelerated motion of an object
in free fall (a) near the earth's surface (b) near the surfaces
of other planets when sufficient data is known.

AO
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Eastridg,! Physics

GRADE OPTION PLAN

Problem Tabcratory Packc;round
work work rending

Basic and
all
optional
problems

.111.1

A or B

A or B

All basic
and two
optional
experments

Omit one All basic
optional pnd one
prdblem optional
assignment experiment

Four
reports

Three
reports

Two
reports

"-.M.M.+-1..,

One
report

One
Basic Basic report
prdblems experlments
only only

1 Minimum
laboratory
work (con-
sult teacher

None

Grades of A+, B+, C+, an4 D+ will be given at the discretion
of the tbacher, based on overall quality of work submitted.



Eastridge Physics Course Student Record Card
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Numbers un.Lts or chapters. P = problem work; one
check = satisfactory basic work; two checks = satisfactory
basic and optional work. L - lPboratory exercises.

outside reading.
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Se-) 7-10_
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20-24

27-1
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1

101.2A2pt Physico Schedu1e---1271Lla

Chapter and Topic

Language _of. .Notl.on
.

2 Free Fall

Birth of Dynamics_

4,. Understanding Notion_

lo

10

21
00

t

.

4*-.)

/

)
. , +0. OA" race41114.40.~71.".....M..

(Ne)

(7)0

.

6.-10
".`

Where is the Earth

Does the Earth Move_

A New Universe

Unity of Enrt:h% and Sty._

.4.2.**"..040114,4:>411401101*~P,.

Conservation of Mass and Momentum

10 Energy

11 Kinetic Theory of Gases

12 Waves

911........ low

! saT M... "Sm.,

13
_

Lighd,;
_

14 Electric and Maanetic Fields

15 Faraday

16 Electrumagnetio Radiation .

- .1,011.1M; "WITT. 11,1fire9Irt.or-Nay WIWI, 11,1a....

17 Chemloal Basis Atomic Theory
.

18 Electrons and Q.uanta
r.tr, 19

_r;

jun

20
Rutherford713ohr.

Modern Physical Thcory
_

21 andioactivity

. 22 Isotopes

23 Tile Nucleus

24 Nuclear energy
. _
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Eastriage Physics Course

Guide to Outside Beading

The purpose o.f the optional reading assignment is

to extend your understanding of the ideas of physics and to

build .background in areas that are not always directly

related to the basic core material of the course.

The nnit or chapter.study guide will usually make

suggestions for outside reading or you may find your own

material. In any case, you are urged to use the library for

this asrlignment. (This do6c, not apply to the project Physics

Readers, which are kept in the physics room.)

A single outside reading assignment should range

from 10 to 25 or 35 pages. Thus an article from S(7,ientifio

American or a chapter from a book would satisfy the requiment.

If you plan to road a single length piece of material, check with

the teacher to see how it will fit the requirements you are

trying to meet.

The written report on your reading should be brief

and informative. The materiva should be completely idenbified:

title, author, source, etc. Follow all the rulos of r_rammar

and usage that you have learned in your English classes. Submit

the report on standard-size paper, written in ink or ball-point,

or typed. The content of the report should briefly state what

you learned or how you reacted to what the author said. The

finished report should be about 150 to 500 words, 1.0. 1 or 2

pages on normal handwriting.
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